
Dersbowl Spring 2022 Edition
Featuring some of the most wack tossups you’ve ever seen and also a lot of Survivor content

TOSSUPS
1. NOTE TO MODERATORS: DO NOT READ THE FOLLOWING OUT LOUD. Points are

assigned in descending order; powermarking shall be marked by text color. A
buzz while the text is black is worth 7 points; pink 6, blue 5, brown 4, green 3,
yellow 2, and red 1, representing the colors of snooker balls.
This sport was invented by Lord Neville Chamberlain while he was stationed in India.
The ill-fated “plus” version of this sport was invented by Johnny Davis in 1959. Due to
this sport’s free ball rule, it is possible to exceed its mathematical maximum score. Due
to 9-ball’s lack of popularity, several players of this sport were recruited to represent
Europe in the Mosconi Cup in the 1990s. In the event of a tie, a frame is this sport is
decided by a respotted black. Steve Davis was the first player to make a maximum break
in this sport on television. For points, name this cue sport, whose more popular players
include Mark Selby, Judd Trump, and Ronnie O’Sullivan.
Snooker

2. In this player’s first appearance, he called another contestant a Fruit Loop due to
their comments on a body’s holiness. In another appearance, this player’s perfect
plan to eliminate a rival failed due to another contestant’s desire to eat hot dogs.
This player was accused of betraying his friends and morals in exchange for a
stack of greenbacks. In one appearance, this player implemented the “Buddy
System*” in order to make it less likely for his alliance members to betray him. In a
separate appearance, this player’s attempt to reimplement this system resulted in his
elimination. Despite now living in Pensacola, this player earned his moniker due to his
notorious New England accent. For 10 points, name this Survivor player, whose
relationship with Amber Brkich on Survivor: All-Stars culminated in their marriage.
“Boston” Rob Mariano

3. Due to licensing issues, this song had to be rerecorded in 1981 for a compilation
album. This song’s solo was listed as the 62nd best in a list by Rolling Stone. This
song’s time signature changes shortly before said solo, after which it reverts to its
original time signature. In a movie by the band behind this song, a teacher
mockingly reads this song’s lyrics*, which were present in the form of a poem. Prior
to this song’s release, its singer stated that he had to decide if he was actually a
socialist. This song is a primary example of 7/4 time. For 10 points, name this Pink Floyd
song, the opener to side two of their album The Dark Side of the Moon.
“Money”



4. Note to Players: Sorry in advance. This is the worst question I ever have and ever
will write.
Note to Moderators: Players will have the opportunity to buzz more than once on
this tossup at the moderator’s discretion. DO NOT READ THE FOLLOWING OUT
LOUD.All players will receive 20 points for buzzing during an underlined portion of
the question, while receiving 15 points for buzzing during a bolded portion. If a
player negs, they garner the usual -5; however, if they buzz again, they gain 10
additional points to where they buzzed. Welcome to the rubberbanding tossup.
Robin Hunicke developed a method of implementing this mechanic, involving
shifting parameters. Unlike this mechanic, however, Hunicke advised do so in
moderation.* Not employing moderation results in this mechanic.* Using behavior
rules, such as in fighting games, allows developers to avoid this mechanic. *Spronck
developed dynamic scripting in order to counteract this mechanic. An extreme
example of this mechanic is present in Speed Racer: the Video Game,* where
despite being able to drive at top speed for 30 seconds, AI opponents can keep
pace. For points, name this mechanic, present in racing games, whereby AI
opponents can will themselves back into races.

Rubberbanding

5. This song was inspired by the written exploits of Owsley Stanley, who helped
popularize LSD in the 1960s. The third verse of this song is believed to reference
the bus Furthur. In an episode of Malcolm of the Middle, Hal becomes wanted by
the FBI for a pirating radio station named after this song. This song makes
references to staples of the 1960s, such as A-frame homes and Technicolor Mobile
Homes. Larry Carlton* provided the guitar solo in this song, which Rolling Stone ranked
as the 80th best in history.  Kanye West sampled this song in “Champion.” For 10 points,
name this Steely Dan song, the opener of The Royal Scam, whose name is drawn from
the founder of the Holy Roman Empire.
“Kid Charlemagne”

6. Robert Terry coined the atomic form of these phenomena in 1995. ^H was used to
indicate the intentional form of these phenomena. These phenomena exclude any
examples of it made in ignorance. Slashes were a common key used to mark over*
these phenomena. In one version of the Bible, one of these phenomena replaced Jesus
with Judas. Fat Finger syndrome is a common cause of these phenomena. For 10
points, name these phenomena, misspellings with keys, often signified in Discord by
:andyswole:.
Typos



7. After being voted out, one contestant claimed “they should cut your damn hands
off” after another contestant stole these items from him. After these
non-underpants items were initially stolen, a contestant remarked he’d have to
keep one eye on the thief of these items and the other on these items. During a
bizarre jury speech, one jurist declared that a contestant was unprepared for
Survivor due to her choice in these items.* One contestant stole these items from the
other tribe which allowed his tribe to trade these items for barbecue chicken and rum. In
Survivor: China, production gave all of the players these items. In order to increase the
difficulty of some challenges, castaways are not allowed to wear these items. For 10
points, name these items, which many castaways forego while walking around the
beaches of Survivor.
Shoes

8. Note to moderators- DO NOT READ OUT LOUD: laugh at any myth players that get
hosed by this question.
After this deity’s near death due to a poison blade, his father slew a monster to
allow him to return to the realm of the living. This deity earned his shield by
slaying a monster with an iron spear. This deity called upon the oaths of fellow
kings to defeat a northern invasion. This deity climbed the walls of the Fauschlag
in order to slay a traitorous king in his own keep. This deity ascended to godhood
after traveling east to Talabheim and sealing a demon within his weapon. That
weapon, Ghal Maraz*, was gifted to this deity after rescuing a Dwarven king from an orc
raid. For 10 points, name this deity, the principal deity of the Empire in the Warhammer
Fantasy universe.
Sigmar

9. Note to players: Description Acceptable.
Brett Favre suffered his first shoutout loss as a Packer to this team. After Plaxico
Buress declared this team’s cornerbacks “average”, the Giants proceeded to lose
to this team by 18 points. This team’s coach became the first African-American
head coach in Superbowl history. Mark Anderson* recorded 12 sacks for this team
as a rookie. One coach declared that this team was exactly “who we thought they were”
in a post-game rant. This team’s kick returner set an NFL record for most return
touchdowns in a single season. For 10 points, name this NFC North team, featuring
standout players like Brian Urlacher, Devin Hester, and Sexy Rex Grossman.
2006 Chicago Bears (accept descriptions including things like the Bears team that lost
to the Colts in the Superbowl, the last great Bears team, etc. etc.)



10. For the first time in NBA history, the Philadelphia 76ers did not make the playoffs
during this year. This year marked the last time the Royals played in Cincinnati.
One team in this year set the record for the longest winning streak in American
sports at 33 games. One player drafted in this year chose to play in the ABA
instead of joining the Bucks. That player was Julius Erving.* The first overall pick in
the NBA draft during this year was Loyola’s LaRue Martin, who only put up 1.9 career
win shares. The Los Angeles Lakers set an NBA record by winning 69 games. For 10
points, name this year, where the defending champion Bucks were defeated by the
eventual champion Lakers in the Western Conference Finals.
1972

11. One player in this profession decried a fellow contestant as being “nothing like
my mother” after she misrepresented his role in eating a can of beans. After one
player in this profession hit their head during a challenge, their partner simply
stated that he “didn’t care.” One contestant in this profession was told “no karate
chopping!” during a challenge, which resulted in that player in this profession to
flip off Jeff Probst. That player in this profession dubbed themselves “the
Dragonslayer*” while simultaneously naming some of his allies the “Warrior” and
“Wizard.” One player in this profession chose their subordinate to visit them as their
loved one. One contestant declared that a player’s name was not this profession, but
Benjamin. That player in this profession, Benjamin Wade, is the most notorious example
of, for 10 points, what profession, leaders of basketball and soccer teams?
Coach

12. According to this person, the Jaguars lost any field-stretching options once
cutting* Tim Tebow. This person claimed that Zion Johnson would protect Carson Wentz
from pass rushers physically, and from the devil’s temptations spiritually. This person
claimed that Sauce Gardner would lock up receivers as opposed to being locked up,
unlike Richard Sherman. This person advocated for the Ravens to draft classy QB
Carson Strong and replace the thuggish gimmick QB Lamar Jackson. In this person’s
second mock draft, he has the Giants trading up to first overall in order to draft Malik
Willis. This person curiously listed quarterback as a need for the Bills, probably because
Josh Allen is not a pocket passer. For 10 points, name this person, whose hilariously bad
mock draft makes sense considering he once unironically said that Enes Freedom was a
better basketball player than Lebron James.
Nick Adams


